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Steganography is one area in information security that is able to conceal the secret message in any media to avoid the intruders. In this 
paper, the review of steganography is done in certain media such as image, text, audio, and video. It analyses some of the techniques that 
applied steganography to discover the development of the techniques to cover a secret message. It is expected that this paper is able to 
describe the implementation of steganography by previous researchers on their efforts. 
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1. Introduction 
Basically, the historical meaning of steganography is originated from the Greek words steganos (secret) and graphy (written), in which 
the former is understood linguistically while the latter is practically an art. However, the combination of both words means that it is a 
way for secret information to be hidden and protected from parties that might seek for material, destructive or political interests. Appar-
ently, it is the way in which data can be disguised in a fake container that appears to be visible and exposed to unauthorized parties. Be-
sides, it also carries the meaning of the art and science of concealing secret data in any medium that enables the embedded data to be  
hidden of its existence. [1-5].  
 
 
Fig. 1: General Principle of Image Steganographic System 
2. Steganography 
Steganography is the process of hiding confidential information in any kind of public data and can be integrated into encryption for con-
fidential data. It becomes more difficult to discover the authorized bug as the information can be hidden in various digital media. To 
begin with, the confidential information to be hidden must be transferred to a binary system. Digital media is also transferred to the bi-
nary system for easy handling and integration. In general, digital steganography is a multidisciplinary field because it synthesises digital 
signal and data compression methods, signal coding theory, information theory, digital communication theory, cryptography, digital sig-
nal processing, and the theory of human visual perception. All these are utilised to conciliate information security.[6-9]. In the security 
system there are three classifications in steganography in encryption and watermark, which will be explained in Fig. 1 below.  
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There is one general principle of steganographic system described by the following example which contains the sender (Dhay) and the 
receiver (Ali). The sender intends to send a message to the receiver, and he must choose a cover file (c) in order to hide the secret mes-
sage (m). In this atmosphere, to secure the recipient does not have any discovery of the unauthorised persons to know the information 
sent. Hence, to increase the safety of the sender (Dhay), stego key (k) is used. 
Dhay gets the stego file (k) which must be indistinct from the cover file (c) neither by a human nor by a computer system. The stego file 
(s) represents the original (cover) file (c) along with the secret message (m) which is embedded inside this cover file. 
 
2.1. Steganographic Methods in Image Medium 
 
One of the most common and commonly used types of information hiding is through hiding information inside an image. This method is 
applied by replacing the less affected bits with the image and replacing them with the letter bits to be included in the image. It is most 
common because the data representation is uncomplicated (by simply flipping the low order bit, the image itself remains completely 




2.2. Steganographic Methods in Audio Medium 
 
This study discusses digital audio in the computer and modern technologies in order to know that the sound, as a voice signal, can be 
converted in multiple ways into a format that interprets the computer in binary representation (1 and 0).  
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The acoustic signal is generated by sampling the samples of analog and continuous signals at a specified rate within a specific waveform 
PCM (Pulse Code Modulation), which is the most widely used and most popular for storing digital sounds or transforming live sounds 
into digital formats [10, 11].  
Meanwhile, audio uses digital audio formats such as MPEG, AVI MIDI,WAVE.[12, 13]. Hence, to secretly embed data into digital audio 
file, there are several methods that have been introduced earlier. The lists of the methods [13-18] are summarized in Table 2. 
 
2.3. Steganographic Methods in Video Medium 
 
This type of data carrier is only recently known. The segregation of video into audio and images or frames has resulted in the data hiding 
method efficiency. In comparison with other types, the use of video information is more convenient (combination of pictures) to be used 
as a carrier for information hiding through video steganography uses formats such as AVI, MPEG, Mp4, H.264 and others [10, 19-22] 




2.4. Steganographic Methods in Text Medium 
 
One of the least types that contains noise is the text is used to hide the data. However, there are disadvantages of the techniques that will 
be discussed. Hiding in the text is usually of a small capacity in the data, and this will be discussed in this part as well. In a primitive 
Word processor where spaces have fixed size, a bit can be hidden at the end of each sentence by appending one or two spaces to the sen-
tence, where one space indicates a hidden 0 and two spaces indicate a hidden 1. Since a sentence ends with a period, every period in the 
text, even those in a context such as “Mr. Smith,” hides one data bit and must be followed by one or two spaces. Appending one or two 
spaces to the end of each line is also a simple data hiding method. Such spaces do not show up when the text is printed but can be easily 
identified by the Word processor.  
There are various methods of text steganography. The first method is Selective Hiding (SELH) that hides the characters on the first or 
any specific location of the words to combine that characters and help in extracting the text. Nevertheless, this technique requires a huge 
amount of plain text. The second method is HTML Web Pages (HWP) that hides the text by using the attributes in HTML. The character 
is then used to retrieve the original text. The third method, Hiding Using Whitespaces (HUW), has a smaller number of whitespaces be-
tween words which can determine the whitespace is 0. However, if there are more numbers of whitespaces between words, this may be 
determined by the last method, Semantic Hiding (SEMH), that uses synonyms to hide the message [41]. A potential problem may arise 
when the text is processed by programmers that remove extra blank spaces. Text steganography techniques can be classified into three 
basic categories.[23, 24] 
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3. Conclusion  
The above table with Steganography techniques of data in this study is able to be observed in the first type of Image Steganography, and 
its multiple technologies of high imperceptibility. This study can apply them in substitution domain method, transform domain, and 
spread spectrum either in statistical method or the imperceptibility. Currently, this study has led to utilising Robustness to hide data in 
images. However, the most powerful and safest way is to use the transform domain.  
Meanwhile, the intermediate way is spread spectrum. The rests are substitution domain method, statistical method, and distortion method. 
They are considered the weakest and least secured, and through this discussion the first type of Steganography is steganography in image. 
Hence, it can be concluded that the spread spectrum method is the strongest as it contains (High Imperceptibility, Medium Robustness, 
and High Payload Capacity). The weakest technique, however, is Distortion method because it contains Low Imperceptibility, Low Ro-
bustness, and Low Payload Capacity.  
 
Table 5: Summary of multi steganographic medium 
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